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When in Rome: claiming the right to define
neighbourhood character in South Africa’s
suburbs1

Richard Ballard

To own a hut in a village, it is not enough to have bought it with hard
cash. One must know all the neighbours, their parents and grandparents,
the surrounding farms, the beeches and oak of the forest; one must
know how to work, fish, hunt; one must have made notches in the trees
in childhood and have found them enlarged in ripe old age. (Sartre
1965: 83)

Introduction
In their 1965 work, The Established and the Outsiders, Elias and Scotson
examined a small town in the north of England where established residents
claimed certain rights on the grounds that they had been living there for a
longer period of time than a group of newcomers (Mennell 1992:118).
Established residents regularly deployed the fact that they had been there
for three generations to contrast themselves with the new residents of an
estate who had moved there during the Second World War. They also
considered themselves to be more civilised than the newcomers, or outsiders,
who were read as a threat to the identity of the established village. The
outsiders were represented as ‘rough, uncouth, dirty, delinquent – in short,
“uncivilized”’ (Mennell 1992:119).

The notion that ‘we got here first’ seems an elementary and justifiable
basis for claiming the right to determine one’s environment. However, the
normative power of this idea should not deter us from giving it a second
look. Our world is filled with examples of communities that express
disapproval and fear of newcomers. At various scales, ranging from rants
in the local newspaper lamenting the arrival of vagrants in the neighbourhood,
to national concerns about illegal immigrants, a common reactionary theme
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emerges in which the established group attempts to maintain the status quo
against what are seen as the disruptive effects of newcomers. While the
territorial defence of place can be manifested in as literal a form as digging
trenches to keep out informal settlers (Ballard 2004a), it is also waged in the
realm of meaning or the idea of what our place is all about.

The discourse of establishedness sits at the interface between place,
identity and power. It is a claim to being native or indigenous to a place.
Thus people who believe they are natives to Europe frequently make use of
this establishedness to repel or constrain immigrants from other regions. As
a result, European senses of cultural, economic or even racial superiority
need not be explicitly invoked although they are surely the foundation for
this treatment of immigrants. As in the Elias and Scotson study, uses of the
seemingly justifiable ‘we got here first’ claim need to be contextualised
within wider understandings of social differences and senses of place.

This paper draws on the work of cultural theorists interested in the
identity politics of place, to examine the sense of being ‘native’ that has
allowed white South Africans strongly to defend their suburban turf in the
wake of post-apartheid change. While we might not be too surprised to find
Europeans defending their turf in Europe on the grounds that they ‘got there
first’, it is somewhat paradoxical to find descendents of Europeans outside
of Europe doing the same. Initially this appears counter-intuitive. Scholars
have noted that settlers are intrinsically ‘without ethnic homes’ (Mamdani
1998:5), and that settler identities are fundamentally distinct from native or
indigenous identities as they tend to base their superiority on western
origins (Blaut 1993, Mamdani 2001, Pearson 2001, Rattansi 1994). While
being native to a European country would be a proud claim, to think of
oneself as native or indigenous to the colonised territory is perhaps
unexpected.

In certain colonial contexts, however, over time post settler identities
supplanted settler identities and a sense of nationalism was attached to the
adopted country. This depended, to a large degree, on a sufficient engineering
of the new home to match the western, modern and civilised expectations
settlers brought with them. Furthermore, successful claims to establishedness
entailed displacing the original inhabitants of the land and placing themselves
as first at the scene. This powerful trick of figuratively ‘planting the flag’
allows people whose families have been in a colonised land for five or fewer
generations to claim more right to regulate the nature of access to their place
than individuals whose families had lived there for far longer. In South
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Africa, some white residents claim that they are the established residents of
their neighbourhoods and their cities. The fact that their location in certain
parts of urban areas for generations is the result of influx control and the
Group Areas Act is suspended in these accounts. This establishedness is
naturalised, in part through a sense that cities are a fundamentally colonial
creation, and in part through attempts to claim that urban land was empty or
used with the permission of existing groups. Although white people arrived
in South Africa as a result of colonialism, some insist that they are
unproblematically connected with the land they occupied. Now that these
neighbourhoods have been opened up to people previously excluded by
law, some are deploying their prior establishment there to suggest that they
can continue to determine the character of their cities and neighbourhoods.

The argument developed in the paper leads up to an analysis of extracts
of empirical (interview) material which appear towards the end. Three
points will be argued in order to contextualise what takes place in these
extracts. The first is that people’s sense of themselves is highly dependent
on their sense of place. This provides a motive as to why people might
pursue strategies of boundary maintenance and attempt to regulate access
to ‘their’ space by outsiders. The second point is that establishedness and
nativeness are very effective tools for claiming the right to regulate access
by outsiders and thus manipulate the environment in terms of this relationship
between identity and living space. The third is that even where a colonial
history of mobility has ‘displaced’ Europeans, it is possible for them to
deploy such tools, claiming if not nativeness, then a form of establishedness.
These insights situate the empirical material, presented below, in which
respondents claim that they are the first citizens of their suburbs, and that
newcomers should fit in with them.2

Identity, space and place
Concerns expressed about newcomers or outsiders arguably tell us little
about the objective properties of these groups and much more about how the
established define themselves as distinct from other groups. When
longstanding residents identify a series of reasons to exclude outsiders, or
demand that outsiders conform to local norms, what they are in fact doing
is drawing a boundary dividing the people and values with which they
identify, and the people and values from which they wish to distance
themselves. The outside therefore defines the inside in the sense that the
outside is taken as the epitome of everything that the inside is not (Bauman
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1991:2, Laclau and Mouffe 1985, Rorty 1989:190, Sibley 1995:23). By naming
a series of failings in another group, people are able to shape their definition
of themselves. This identity forming dynamic plays out spatially in the sense
that people are likely to feel more attached or attracted to some places than
others (Dixon and Durrheim 2000:27, Jones and Moss 1995: 256, Radcliffe
1996:25). In general, the spaces in which one feels comfortable are those that
are congruent with one’s identity. For Bauman, ‘[i]dentities may be safe and
“unproblematic” only inside a secure social space: spacing and identity-
production are two facets of the same process’ (Bauman 1993: 243).

Our sense of self is thus related to our sense of place. People feel
comfortable living in a neighbourhood where they see their neighbours as
‘their kind of people’, who share their values and are likely to reinforce their
sense of themselves. Neighbours may well never meet but a sense of
security emanates from a belief that fellow inhabitants of an area are
unlikely to counter norms and values held dear. Such assurances are quickly
gleaned by reading the combinations of race and class constituting other
residents in the neighbourhood. This also extends to the symbolic landscape
of the neighbourhood in the sense that particular values and norms are
conveyed through, and read from, the built urban environment (Duncan
1992:39, Jacobs 1994:752, Watts 1992:112). Having a positive sense of
place, then, can be understood as existing in one’s comfort zone where one
can go about daily life in an identity-affirming environment where there is
little to challenge one’s self-perception (Ballard 2004b). Space and social
difference are intimately related. Exclusion of others serves to secure ‘our’
space and therefore ‘our’ identity (Bauman 1993:237). The objective is to
ensure that we only encounter within our everyday space those who we
consider to be similar to us (neighbours) and avoid contact with those who
we consider to be dissimilar (outsiders).

Following this argument, most people would seem to prefer a world in
which their living environment is without Otherness.3 However, the social
world does not always conform to the desired co-ordination between social
and physical distance. At times ‘the Other’ attempts to enter ‘our’ place, or
indeed is already present there. Such transgressions therefore present a
challenge to the identity of our place and ourselves. When aliens attempt to
‘enter the radius of physical proximity’, as Bauman puts it, the response by
the established group can take the form of any of three strategies (Bauman
1993:151). First, those defined as intruders can be fought (as in a territorial
war attempting to defend boundaries), expelled (as in illegal immigrants
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deported by a state’s immigration authority, or the relocations of black South
Africans under apartheid’s homeland and group areas systems), or
exterminated (as in ethnic cleansing and the holocaust). Second, if it is
appropriate to have aliens within the lifeworld, they can be ‘allowed’ in on
a temporary basis. Difference is thus ‘licensed’ or given official permission
to be present (Bauman 1992:xviii), but is heavily constrained in order to
prevent the Otherness of these people from damaging the achievement of
‘our’ desired spatial identity. Apartheid’s system of influx control is a
quintessential example of this licensing since despite claiming to seek
racial segregation, permission was granted to some ‘aliens’ through the pass
system to enter ‘white space’ in order to act as cheap labour in mines,
industry and even the home.4 A third response to the intrusion of others is
also possible. Aliens might be accepted as neighbours on the condition that
they assimilate ‘unnoticed’ into the neighbourhood, thus becoming like
neighbours. Those not prepared to abandon their otherness, to blend in, are
not welcome.

Through these three strategies, social difference is spatially managed in
order to create discrete bounded spatial zones that aim towards internal
homogeneity. Sibley notes two possibilities:

… we can speak of strongly classified space, where there is internal
homogeneity and clear, strong boundaries separate that space from
others. Alternatively, we could identify a strongly classified spatial
system, consisting of a collection of clearly bounded and homogenous
units, like land-uses in a city or the rooms in a house. (Sibley 1995:80)

Society, then, has been characterised by a powerful sense that certain
people belong in certain places but not in others. This sense is, of course,
not a democratic notion of social order but one imposed by the powerful
who use the division of space in order to establish ‘truth’ (Cresswell 1994:
55). It is essential ‘for powerful groups in any given context to define
common sense and that which goes unquestioned’ (Cresswell 1997: 344).

Spatial strategies of the powerful (Thrift 1996:16) generally revolve
around the control of inclusion and exclusion, such as citizenship, borders,
buffer zones, influx control, perimeter fencing, access gates and removal.
Foucault’s assessment of power led him to a notion of space as a container
of power, and ‘the means by which subjects came to be incarcerated,
disciplined, and imprisoned within spaces of social control’ (Watts 1992:
117). Sibley defines social control as ‘the attempted regulation of the
behaviour of individuals and groups by other individuals or groups in
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dominant positions’ (Sibley 1995: 81). In particular, mobility can be structured
in such a way as to allow certain people access to certain places while
prohibiting the access of others (Grossberg 1996: 101-2). As Massey (1993,
1995) argues, powerful groups regulate the mobility of others, and their
ability to do so both reflects and reinforces their power:

One of the most powerful ways in which social space can be
conceptualised is as constituted out of social relations, social
interactions, and for that reason always and everywhere an expression
and a medium of power. … what is at issue in the geographical field is
the construction of spatial difference (and thus, for instance, the nature
of differentiated places) through the articulation of spatialised social
relations. (Massey 1995:284)

Powerful groups spend a great deal of energy, then, attempting to
maintain the ‘sanctity of space’, and such attempts are an ‘expression of
power relations’ or, more simply, domination (Sibley 1995:73). These
power relations result in a certain presentation of society which often
disguises itself as something else. For example, Dubow suggests that ‘[t]he
question of who defines whom, and the power relations in this process, is
of crucial significance in the process of ethnic ascription’ (Dubow 1994:
369). One of the main tasks, therefore, is to see through the ‘spin’ given to
white ideologies and identity frameworks in order to mitigate their
oppressiveness (Fairclough 1992:67). As Schmidt notes, ‘Power creates
social order, usually its own: the ruling order. Its representation of itself
appears seldom “ugly”. Quite to the contrary, it takes pains to give itself an
aesthetic splendour’ (Schmidt 1996:2).

The aesthetic splendour of apartheid – the part that gave so many the
conviction that they were working for the achievement of utopia – was the
notion that racial difference led to racial incompatibility and the solution
was ‘separate development’ so that each racial group could determine its
own manner of government and way of life. This gave the appearance – to
many whites at least – that everyone was being treated equally and fairly and
that segregation was a noble and altruistic pursuit (Dixon et al 1994:277).
Rather than seeing the homeland policy as one of uprooting and dumping
people far away, whites were asked to see the policy as one where a pre-
existing national entity was given territory in which it could practise self-
determination (Norval 1990:137, Popke 2000:243). Similarly, separate
urban areas were presented as the creation of natural communities. Yet as
Bauman points out, such senses of symmetry are an illusion, for ‘it is the
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friends who define the enemies, and the appearance of symmetry is itself a
testimony to their asymmetrical right to define’ (Bauman 1991: 53).

The power of being native
We have established, then, that there are strong reasons why people want to
regulate access to their neighbourhoods by other people: the power of
others to challenge local norms is threatening to local identities. We have
also established that such regulation reflects social power, which in turn
attempts to disguise itself as perfectly reasonable. One such perfectly
reasonable discourse of power is the discourse of establishedness. An old
community would feel justified in claiming a greater say over the
neighbourhood in much the same way that those first in a queue would
demand to be served first. Yet while the focus is on claims to unassailable
common sense entitlement, the exclusionism of these communities is based
on powerful social hierarchies.

 The claim to being an established group is, in essence, a claim to be
native or indigenous – the ‘first citizens’ of a place. This is a widely used
strategy as it helps people to position themselves (both literally and
discursively). Establishedness implies greater ‘rootedness’ and in a sense,
greater authenticity. Sartre, writing about anti-semitism in France during
the Second World War, stated that:

The true Frenchman, rooted in his province, in his country, borne along
by a tradition twenty centuries old, benefiting from ancestral wisdom,
guided by customs, does not need intelligence. His virtue depends
upon the assimilation of the qualities which the work of a hundred
generations has lent to the objects which surround him; it depends on
property. (Sartre 1965:23)

To be a member of the established group claims access to a heritage
which is connected with the place to which the group belongs. The culture
of a place is in harmony with the culture of the people living there. One
speaks the local language without an (outside) accent. Individuals believe
that they hold values of sufficient similarity to those of their neighbours to
presume that they are compatible. Outsiders, by contrast, cannot claim this
authenticity of heritage. Their ‘roots’ lie elsewhere and therefore do not
contribute to the cultural history of this place. Whereas local customs,
norms, languages are seen to come naturally to the established group, they
have to be learned by newcomers. Their entitlement to that place is reduced
and their access is seen to be at the discretion of the established.
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The established-outsider binary invokes distinctions between ‘us’ and
‘the other’ (Mennell 1992: 124) and overlays these distinctions with both
temporal and spatial ways of conferring power. The binary is temporal in
that it assumes special importance for the group that got here first rather
than for those who attempt to join later on. It is spatial since it favours the
group that originates from here rather than from elsewhere. A privileged
relationship to a place, justified by having arrived first, thus consolidates
the virtues of local culture as opposed to other cultures and sets up an
imperative to defend it. An informant cited in research by Duncan and
Duncan (1997), illustrated this when she challenged others in the same USA
town to ‘live by our rules or go’ (Duncan and Duncan 1997: 176). She stated
that ‘each town has its own personality and its own approach. If I wanted a
different approach I would move there’. For this resident, one’s residential
location is closely associated with lifestyle. It is possible for an individual
to seek out and move to a town whose personality suits one’s own. There is
no need to disrupt, therefore, the existing personality of towns by pursing
a different approach in the wrong place. Society’s differences can
democratically settle out into a range of types of places, each catering to its
inhabitants’ respective needs.

Once again, this language cleverly deploys the language of reasonableness,
thereby disguising underlying asymmetry. After all, while other race groups
may move into former white areas, movement in the reverse direction is far
less likely. For all its apparent neutrality, this discourse powerfully confronts
outsiders with the choice between conformance or exclusion. On the basis
of these temporal and spatial privileges, the established group becomes the
reference point around which another’s presence must unfold. This is
epitomised by the axiom ‘when in Rome, do as the Romans do’, which one
dictionary defines thus: ‘don’t set your own rules when you are someone’s
guest’ (Titelman 1996). Using Porter’s terminology (Porter 1965 cited in
Hart 1989: 82), the established are the ‘host’ or a ‘character group’. This
group is claiming, in a powerful sense, to be the first group to have come into
‘previously unoccupied territory’. Character groups assume many privileges
and prerogatives which include the right to make ‘decisions about what
other groups are to be let in and what they will be permitted to do’ (Porter
1965 cited in Hart 1989: 82).

While not unique to the West, the claim to establishedness, nativeness
and indigeneity has been a cornerstone of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
Western nationalism. The words ‘nation’ and ‘native’ share common
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linguistic origins (Pearson 2001: 49), and through the nation, an imagined
community attaches itself to a territory. As Bauman puts it, ‘The nation state
redefines friends as natives; it commands to extend the rights ascribed “to
friends only” to all – the familiar as much as the unfamiliar – residents of
the ruled territory’ (Bauman 1991: 64, emphasis in original). A sense of
nativeness, then, assumed to be a fact of history, is rather a construction of
society in which dominant groups define the terms under which access to a
place is granted. Citizenship is offered conditionally to those who qualify
and who agree to subscribe to the values and norms of this supposed
ethnicity. This citizenship stands in for any further need to demonstrate
origin. We see in the ‘American melting pot’ that nativism is promoted in
a way that encourages ethnic, religious and linguistic homogeneity (Cross
and Keith 1993: 19). The merging of cultures is seldom a mutual exchange
or sharing but takes place in one direction; in favour of the established and
more powerful group.

Displacing natives
Since nativeness or establishedness is such a powerful tool, it is one that
must sometimes be contrived. In the colonial context, where settlers are by
definition not natives, this poses a particular challenge: how do newcomers
who colonised a place install themselves as natives, while simultaneously
turning those who should technically be native into foreigners? Normally
we would not expect Europeans to want to be natives outside of their
homeland. The source of settler superiority was their attachment to Europe,
while the origin of the inferiority of those they colonised was their indigenous
attachment to the non-European colonised land. Mamdani (2001:654)
argues that in colonial Africa, a separation between native identities and
non-native identities was key to political positioning. Full civic rights were
conferred on non-natives and the entitlements of natives (defined ethnically
rather than racially) were captured under customary law.

However, while this describes the majority of colonial scenarios, some
transcended these limitations. Where colonialism was particularly deep and
successful in its own terms, descendents of settlers became more inclined
to adopt it as home. Steyn contrasts the white South African experience with
that of other settler countries:

In the other ‘deep-settler’ countries, such as the United States of
America, Canada, New Zealand, and Australia, early conquest brought
about white majority rule. White South Africans, by contrast, have
always remained a small minority within the country. Yet, for the most
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part, they are a permanent group; although not aboriginal, they are
sociologically indigenous (see Stone, 1985) and make a strong bid to
legitimate co-occupancy of the land. (Steyn 2001: xxiv)

The descendents of European settlers in South Africa – as with Australia,
New Zealand and North America – increasingly began to claim citizenship
of their adoptive homes (Pearson 2002:994). The scales tipped as the
numbers of second and third generation settlers outnumbered new arrivals.
The transition from settler to post-settler identities must occur where the
‘British diaspora become detached from their motherland and distinguish
themselves as “natives”, from subsequent “kin migrants”’ (Pearson 2002).
Settlers thus underwent a process of ‘indigenisation’ in which ‘conceptions
of “Home here” grew in ascendancy over “Home there”’ (Pearson 2002:
1004). The contradiction – that these were in what had been classified as
inferior parts of the world – was resolved through the particular nature of
the attachment, which was in no way equivalent to the attachments of
indigenous groups to the land. Rather, attachments were being made to
newly created modern nation-states which contrasted with what were seen
as the pre-modern stateless nations originally found there (Pearson 2001:
49).

Common to Australia, New Zealand, the United States and Canada is a
settler majority whose populations do not have citizenship of a colonial
motherland but whose citizenship is that of the colonised country. In South
Africa, settler populations are in the minority, but the twentieth-century
drive for the transfer of citizenship to South Africa was nevertheless strong.
A brief historical sketch is helpful here. Dutch settlement ended in around
1700 and this was followed by a century of relative isolation – forming the
foundations for later Afrikaner claims to indigeneity and homeland (Schmidt
1996). For the English and other Britons, the mother county was very much
‘home’ throughout the 1800s and much of the 1900s, but the 1910 Union of
South Africa initiated the first shift towards sovereignty. This culminated
in a referendum in 1960 in which whites voted for South Africa to become
a republic. The 1910 Union of South Africa also of course entailed the
exclusion of non-European people from political participation which, as
Magubane (1996: 303) commented, was a crucial step towards securing the
country as ‘a white man’s country’. Citizenship of settlers and their
descendents, along with a monopoly on political power has meant that
successive generations decreasingly claim a European home. By 1974, a
survey of 659 English-speaking white South Africans found that almost half
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believed their culture and outlook to be specifically South African while only
20 per cent believed it to be Anglo-Saxon (Schlemmer 1976:111).

The sense of belonging of deep-settler societies has generally been
underpinned by versions of history in which colonised land was portrayed
as empty prior to occupation. It was only in 1992 that Australia’s Mabo
decision finally revoked the legal principle of terra nullius, where Australia
was defined as ‘no man’s land’ prior to occupation by colonists, and
therefore ‘up for grabs’ (Pearson 2002: 998). The South African equivalent
was arguably the now discredited thesis of George McCall Theal, a pioneer
historian in South Africa in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Theal argued that Bushmen (now referred to as Khoisan) were the original
inhabitants of South Africa and all other groups were newcomers to the
region. In setting up Bushmen as the original inhabitants and all others as
successively superior intruders, Theal’s ideas were structured to support
white superiority as ‘Bantu’ groups had no higher claim to land than
Europeans did. He suggested that whites had expanded across empty land
until the nineteenth century when they met ‘Bantu’ races which had been
moving from the North at the same time (Dubow 1995: 70). Theal therefore
achieved the magical and valuable trick of presenting the land as essentially
empty bar a few weak races which were all but wiped out as the inevitable
result of contact with a strong race. The fact that whites dominated all other
groups politically (if not numerically) was, for Theal, merely a manifestation
of the evolutionary principle that the fittest survive and thrive.

Indigenisation of settler populations is thus associated with the transfer
of citizenship to the adopted country, and with the nullification of claims by
original inhabitants to prior occupation. The key to effective indigenisation,
however, was support by the colonial state for the western, modern,
aspirations of the settlers. In a colonial context this necessitated the close
management of people who were seen to be the antithesis of settlers and
whose presence was regarded as harmful to settler civilisation. In New
Zealand, Canada and Australia, and amongst certain populations in South
Africa such as the Khoisan, the reduction of indigenous groups to a minority
took place through mortality, whether ‘incidental’ through disease, or
deliberate through genocide (Magubane 1996: 25, Pearson 2001: 28). In
Australia, reality was ruthlessly made to fit the myth of terra nullius as
numbers of aboriginal people fell from more than 300 000 in the late
eighteenth century to 60 000 a century later (Pearson 2001: 32). The fact
that a more rapid and widespread extermination of indigenous populations
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did not happen in South Africa was ‘lamentable’ according to Wilmot, a
commentator in the late nineteenth century (Magubane 1996:41).

Regardless of the military unfeasibility of such a project in South Africa,
it lost out as a strategy to economic interests that required access to the
labour of indigenous inhabitants. This simultaneous dependence and dislike
was the crux of the so-called ‘native question’ which faced the whites of
South Africa at the start of the twentieth century. South Africa was unique
amongst deep-settler societies in having a minority settler population. This
presented a major challenge to the construction of nationhood if such
nationhood were to be dependent on an environment in which European
civilisation had sufficiently vanquished the barbarism of the colonised
territory. Since numerical dominance was not possible, through genocide or
otherwise, white South Africans’ sense of indigeneity was achieved through
two linguistic and literal moves: the definition of cities as ‘European areas’
and the assignment of black South Africans to ethnic homelands. The
intention was to barricade the ‘world of “savages”’ from ‘the world of the
“civilized”’ (Mamdani 1996:61).

Despite the fact that Europeans were relatively recent arrivals in southern
Africa, there was a strong sense that the cities were ‘their’ territory and
cultural domain (Lemon 1996, Robinson 1996: 50). Davies elaborates:

South African cities originated as alien cities established in territory
without an indigenous urban tradition. Dominant White colonial
settler groups thus served as an urban host society into which indigenous
African populations were drawn as labour as the capitalist economy
developed. They became hosts also to smaller urbanizing stranger
groups (Indians and Chinese) initially imported as agricultural and
mining labour respectively, and to the growing mixed or Coloured
population. From its earliest origins the dynamic or intraurban spatial
organization has thus stemmed mainly from standards and rules set by
the White group. (Davies 1981:63)

Social hierarchy equated to a geographical imagination whereby cities
were associated with civilisation and with European people, while rural
areas were associated with an absence of civilisation, ie African people (Rich
1980: 72). While European people were seen to be ‘at home’ in cities, African
populations were seen to be ‘at home’ in rural areas. Interference with this
order was seen to be negative for both parties in that ‘urbanization was seen
as a pathology to African life and therefore a menace to “civilized” (i.e. white)
society’ (Marks and Trapido 1987, Swanson 1977, Welsh 1976). White
residents of cities claimed not only their status as the sole legitimate
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residents of urban areas, but also their right to full normative control over
the types of activities, behaviours, architectures and general sense of place
that characterised them.

It is for this reason that, as Smith (1992) notes, the question of African
urbanisation came to dominate the concerns of white minority governments
throughout the twentieth century. The application of ‘influx control’, the
name given to attempts to curtail black urbanisation, can be traced back to
the late nineteenth century (Maylam 1982:4), and was expanded by 1913 to
a national scale with a system of reserves intended to be the real home of
‘Africans’. The Stallard Commission of 1921 notoriously insisted that
African people should only enter urban areas to minister to white needs (ie
as cheap labour), and subsequent legislation such as the 1923 Natives
(Urban Areas) Act set about attempting to limit urban black populations
according to the demand for labour. These moves laid the foundation for
apartheid itself which, from the 1960s, attempted to transfer the citizenship
of most African people to nation state-homelands or Bantustans based on
their ‘ethnic origin’. Unavoidable urban insiders such as Indians, coloureds
and ‘necessary’ African labourers were to be managed through urban
segregation under the 1950 Group Areas Act (Maylam 1990).5

That cities are key markers of civilisation is, of course, a pervasive feature
of world history (Anderson 2000:313, Bonnett 2000:57, Thornton 1988:21).
What took this to an extreme in South Africa was the extent of systematic
exclusion and management of others. Indigenous groups were rendered
without a history in their own land and ultimately were to be made citizens
of Bantustans. Their lives outside of these homelands were at the pleasure
of the European minority which had ensconced itself as the only true citizens
of these ‘European Areas’. It was through the strategic assignment of
narrow tribal origins that colonialists could detach indigenous groups from
the region at a larger scale. As Mamdani (1998:6) explains, ‘every native
outside of his or her own home area was a settler of sorts, someone
considered non-indigenous – precisely because that person had an ethnic
home elsewhere, even if within the same country’. The strategy of the elite
racial minority confronted with an indigenous majority was to establish a
system of ethnic pluralism, thereby turning all groups into minorities
(Mamdani 1996:6), and, at the micro urban level, producing white majorities.

Defending the Berea
Apartheid was able to achieve significant changes in the racial ‘purity’ of
suburbs. Figure 1 below is a graph presented in contemporary Town
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Planning documents from the 1950s depicting the anticipated decline in the
non-white population of the Berea, a suburb of the city of Durban. It shows
the intended abolition of the Indian population and the sanctioning of a
‘licensed’ African population as domestic labour. It is notable that whites
were not trying to avoid all contact with black people in a residential setting
but, rather, to reduce inter-racial same-status contact where ‘neighbours
meet as equals in a relatively intimate sector of living’ (Kuper et al
1958:37).

Figure 1: Tables from Town Planning documents predicting the
disappearance of Whites from the Berea (from Hands 1965:23)
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Table 1 below compares the racial breakdowns for Berea North area of
Durban during apartheid, with the racial breakdown in the first post-
apartheid census of 1996 (note that geographic areas may not overlap
exactly, but that racial percentages are nevertheless telling). In 1960, whites
made up 62 per cent of the Berea North population, Africans accounted for
22 per cent and Indians were 12 per cent of the population. It was hoped that,
after the implementation of the Group Areas Act, the dominance of whites
would have increased to 90 per cent, Africans would have been reduced to
10 per cent – the level necessary to supply an adequate servant base – and
coloureds and Indians would be altogether removed. The 1996 census data
shows that although white dominance fell short of the target of 90 per cent,
it had indeed been increased to 74 per cent with a corresponding decrease
spread amongst other races. Despite the fact that the 1996 figures were
collected five years after the end of Group Areas legislation, the Berea was
still ‘whiter’ than it had been in 1960. The Berea, then, was a ‘success story’
of apartheid, effectively removing and keeping at bay people considered
undesirable.

Table 1: Racial Change of Berea North

(Source: 1960 data and 1986 projection: Hands 1965, 1996 data:
Municipal Demarcation Board 2000)

The fact that this three-quarters majority was no longer protected by law
in a democratic South Africa, was something that residents have adjusted to
in various ways. In the following account, taken from 1997 interviews
conducted by myself, a couple living on the Berea are clearly seen to deploy
establishedness as a coping mechanism. It is necessary to reproduce fairly
lengthy extracts in order to convey the tight packing of notions of identity
and space that is associated with the concept of establishedness.

Richard: What do you think of [the arrival of black and Indian
neighbours] in principle? Is it acceptable?

 

 1960 (census) 1986 (predicted) 1996 (census) 

White 32,018 62.4% 64,340 90.1% 38,263 73.5% 

African 11,207 21.8% 7,137 9.9% 9,260 17.8% 

Indian 5,922 11.5% 0 0% 3,686 7.1% 

Coloured 2,148 4.2% 0 0% 816 1.6% 

Total 51295 100% 71477 100% 52,025 100% 
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Alison: If they’re decent people.
Kevin: You know, I don’t think it has to do with the colour of the skin
actually so much as to … what sort of people we’re looking at. I mean,
if they’re people who want to kill a cow on the front lawn and you know
we listen to this thing in its dying moments, you feel out of kilter with,
you know… If you have people that want to put 15 children in a house
that’s only designed to take five you know it’s a problem. But it’s not
a colour problem per se. I mean … if we had a black bachelor next door
who lived quietly and [he] respected his neighbours as we would
respect him, you know, there wouldn’t be the slightest problem. But
it’s a cultural thing you see … There are cultural differences between
the races. These were formerly segregated by law. That has been freed
and we’re now getting into mixing areas and each culture has its own
viewpoints, you know on certain things. I mean if we had a Muslim next
door and we were to have riotous parties in which we were blind drunk
… at the end of the evening and all our guests were as well and we had
funny little exercises like skinny dips (laughter) … I’m sure they
wouldn’t like it. And equally, well … one doesn’t like being woken up
at five o’ clock in the morning with … what ever noise they make at five
o’ clock in the morning when they’re going to pray.
Richard: Do you think that those differences between cultures are
necessarily fixed or do they change or break down or can people
contravene them?
Kevin: No … I think actually the way it works is this. If you go and
work in an Indian area you must say to yourself … I’m going to fit the
ways of the Indians because I’m going to live there. Conversely if they
come into what is predominantly a white area they must say ja we’d like
to come and live here but … they’re not going to hang all their washing
out over the wall and they’re going to see their children stay inside the
property and … if they’re Muslims they’re not going to sort of um make
loud noises at five o’ clock or something.
Alison: Ja the ‘ooooooooooooo’ or whatever they do, you know. I
suppose it’s when in Rome do as the Romans do.
Kevin: I think literally it will sort itself out, I really do. Because I think
if somebody comes in from outside and he’s got a different culture …
– I think it would be … [like] any country in the world – he begins to
feel that he’s not really part of that immediate little sub-society if you
like. An African in this part of the world, well he can keep as many
vehicles as he likes on the property and if they don’t fit in the driveway
they go on the lawn … you know if he wanted to keep a goat or cow
he’d do that you know on the front lawn… he’d have several wives um
but this lot would argue and they would naturally talk to each other five
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times the volume that … Europeans are used to. (Interview, September
1997)

The argument being made by Kevin and Alison is that black and Indian
people are ‘welcome’ in white neighbourhoods as long as they make a
conscious effort to conform to the rules and norms of the neighbourhood.
The logic of Kevin’s argument can be summarised into the following
statements: First, different people have different cultural practices, which
are not compatible. Second, under apartheid, each race was presumed to
have its own culture. In order to manage the incompatibility of cultures,
each race was given a different area and the various cultures were therefore
not a threat to one another. Third, it is possible for culture to separate from
race and therefore different races can mix as long as they are prepared to
adopt a common culture. The only way people of one race/culture can live
in the residential area of another race/culture is to fit in with the ways of the
predominant group. The racial newcomers therefore have to abandon their
cultures and adopt the culture of the established residents. When Kevin
states that it is not a ‘colour problem per se’ and has more to do with whether
or not someone is decent, he has not abandoned his concerns that racial
outsiders have the capacity to cause dissonance by introducing elements
which are at odds with the dominant norms. He uses the term ‘out of kilter’
to describe the dissonance he would feel were a black neighbour to engage
in the traditional practice of cattle killing.

Throughout this argument, Kevin leaves aside the notion that white
people’s western, first world culture is superior. It may well be the case that
he holds this view, and his frequent norm-setting betrays his very specific
standards, but he does not deploy it as justification during this discussion.
Indeed, the first point of Kevin’s argument is that different cultures are
equally offensive to one another. He stresses that it is equally possible for
a white person’s decadent antics to offend a religious Muslim person, for
example, as it is for the Muslim call to prayer to offend white people. Note,
however, that both of these examples emphasise the conservative
traditionalist religious values of the Muslims, a point which is not used to
‘prove’ any hierarchy but is left implicit. Kevin does this possibly out of
political correctness, but more likely to normalise his claims by saying that
every culture has certain norms and standards which it does not want
contravened, and his argument against certain behaviours is not just white
snobbery but is perfectly reasonable and inherent to cultures. This was, of
course, the reasoning which apartheid used in order to argue that all groups
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were being given the opportunity to determine their lives according to their
own cultures. It was a rhetoric that represented itself as fair but which
disguised the great power being given to whites to monopolise urban areas.

Kevin, then, is arguing that white people have the right to define the
‘ways’ of their residential areas purely by virtue of the fact that such areas
are predominantly white. In his account, Kevin goes on to deploy a form of
the terra nullius argument in confirming the claim of his community to his
neighbourhood:

Kevin: The white man arrived and they met with the Zulu king. The
Zulu King said yes … you have that [land], use it, come along and settle.
Maybe a bit of a short cut to come to that conclusion but it’s more or
less what happened. And then jobs were made available from this
concentration and the blacks … wanted to get closer to the white man,
[they wanted] the rewards of working … and this sort of complication
developed in that stage I think that it did over-run because I don’t think
that Zulu King ever contemplated that … the white man would take so
much and develop to such an extent that he lost his sovereignty ... But
it was an evolution thing it was a developing thing … Shaka had said
‘look you can have the land between, we don’t use it, between x and y
and over there between y and z, and as long as you keep to that side of
the line, no problem.’ It wouldn’t have seemed so peculiar in those days
…. But it wouldn’t have seemed odd then if he didn’t use the land, if
you weren’t coastal dwellers and these people want to come along and
come in by a hundred miles from the coast and here we were in the central
plateau where you know that was where you lived it wouldn’t have
seemed so odd to say something like that. Then there would have been
a line on a map. From that point in time nobody’s got a problem because
the world accepts that you can have wealthy people one side of the line,
poor people the other side of the line, you can’t stop that.

There is a slippage between four discourses here. First is the claim that
– in effect –the land upon which Durban was established was up for grabs
as it was not utilised by Zulus as they were not coastal dwellers. My research
found that this is by no means an idea peculiar to Kevin. The writer of a
Letter to the Editor (attempting to de-legitimise informal settlements)
deploys the same Theal-esque logic:

…No African of Nguni decent can justifiably lay claim to ‘ancestral’
land south of the Tugela River. After all, the Bantu stole or forced the
Khoi and San off what have been and should still be their land…
(Sunday Tribune 21 December 2003)
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Kevin’s second claim relates to what the conservative philosopher
Nozick (1979) would describe as a legitimate transfer of holdings: Europeans
acquired access to the land with the permission of the representative of the
Zulus, thus it was legitimate. Kevin’s third claim is a statement that regardless
of the justice or otherwise of the fact that land is now occupied by the city
of Durban, the establishment of such cities is a reflection of evolution and
development. And finally, Kevin argues that the geographic separation of
affluence from poverty is inevitable. This suggests that Durban is no
different to any city in the world: all of them have patches of wealth and
poverty, regardless of their specific histories, and there is nothing to be done
about it (nor should anything be done).

Conclusion
The intention of this paper has been to understand a particular rationalisation
used by some white people in post apartheid South Africa in order to justify
their claim to the right to regulate ‘their’ neighbourhoods. The extent to
which this is prevalent amongst white people is beyond the scope of this
research, which was based on a necessarily limited sample of ethnographic
material derived from interviews as well as material from letters written to
newspapers, and it should not be presumed that all or even most will stick
to this script. With this in mind, the discussion began by considering why
some white South Africans might want to build these arguments and
suggested that the close relationship between sense of self and sense of
place provides a powerful motivation. During apartheid, white residents of
suburbs had many political and cultural tools with which to claim their sole
right of occupation of white residential areas. The separatist language of
dominant political thinking had cordoned off metropolitan areas as the
domain of whites, and these areas were seen to be characteristically
civilized. As much as possible, non-white residents of cities were defined
as temporary and were organised into race-specific areas of the 1950 Group
Areas Act. In the post apartheid environment, such tools are clearly not
available, and the smooth implementation of white people’s will is not
guaranteed, forcing a search for alternative expressions of power.

The rationalisation to which some have resorted is that newcomers need
to fit in. This is a useful rationalisation because it is one relatively acceptable
in the post-racist democratic environment. Establishedness and outsiderness
are presented by individuals as neutral facts of time and space. The fact that
‘I got here first’ is presented as relatively arbitrary and therefore ignores the
various power-laden spatial processes which produce distributions of
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people. In the case of South Africa, claims that one’s location is accidental
are somewhat astonishing in the context of the Group Areas Act and influx
control. However, through the practice of linking indigenous people to
narrowly defined tribal areas, some whites continue to suggest that the cities
were established on land that was legitimately acquired and essentially
empty. Furthermore, cities were seen as a singularly European contribution
to the landscape adding further weight to claims that cities are white
territory. Having displaced indigenous people as the original inhabitants of
a place and installed themselves as the established group, the discourse of
establishedness is used by some to claim the right to determine their
environment. Thus one of apartheid’s most astonishing paradoxes, in which
Europeans turned indigenous people into foreigners and installed themselves
as the established group, continues into democracy. While this logic was
previously used to justify universal exclusion of all racial others under
apartheid, it has become the basis for qualified inclusion under democracy.

Notes
1. This paper was originally presented at ‘Going Indigenous and Controlling

Aliens’, a symposium organised by the University of Natal’s Graduate Student
and Staff Seminar Programme (Pietermaritzburg, April 11, 2003). I would like
to acknowledge some helpful pointers provided by David Pearson and two
referees.

2. Although relatively little empirical material is presented in this paper, the
arguments are based on 59 interviews as well as archival research. Related themes
in which more empirical material was presented, have been addressed elsewhere
(Ballard 2003, 2004a,b and c, Popke and Ballard 2004). The purpose of this
discussion is not comprehensively to review all perceptions by white people
but rather to understand one particular discursive position that emerged from
some of the interviews.

3. Of course, Otherness is contingent upon each person’s definition of ‘us’ which
can expand or contract. While one individual may be unwilling to tolerate the
presence of a black neighbour, another may well be willing to do so either on
the grounds that they are seen to have assimilated into the local community or
that the diversity they bring is not a problem. In the latter case, the individual’s
definition of the Other is one which does not include the black neighbours who
are considered to be one of us rather than one of them. Thus, to say that this
more accepting individual prefers a living environment without Otherness
continues to hold true on the grounds that the diversity introduced by the
newcomers does not translate into what is truly Other for a given resident, that
is, that which threatens the established resident’s sense of place and corresponding
sense of self.
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4. The liberal parliamentarian Helen Suzman remarked in her autobiography that
‘it seemed one half of the population of South Africa was occupied with
granting permits to the other’ (Suzman 1993:119). Derrida, too, referred to
apartheid’s ‘breathless frenzy of an obsessive juridicism’ (1983:57).

5. Here, the city of Durban played a particular role in pioneering urban segregation
earlier in the century. The so-called ‘Durban System’ ingeniously engineered
the funding of formal locations and townships in such a way that white rate
payers and businesses would not have to pay (Maylam 1982, 1995, 1996; Rich
1980; Swanson 1976). The municipality generated its revenue by banning all sale
of beer except though its own outlets. Revenue gained from its beer monopoly
was used to pay for urban segregation.
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